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This much-needed book features all you need to create beautiful stitched work. Helen McCook
includes the major stitches, with expert advice on padding, couching, using colour and mixing
techniques. While covering the traditions of goldwork, she develops techniques offering
innovative design, new ideas and inspiration.

"This book is a vital companion to anyone with a love of Goldwork or the desire to try it for the
very first time." —New Stitches (January 2013)About the AuthorHelen McCook is a Royal
Society of Needlework graduate apprentice who leads workshops and lectures throughout the
United Kingdom and United States. She was previously head of costume and textiles at
Bonham's Auction House and images of garments displaying her work for fashion companies
have appeared in "Elle Collections," "Hello Magazine," "Vanity Fair," and" Vogue."
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TJR, “Excellent resource. I have almost all of RSN's essential stitch guides and they are
EXCELLENT. The photos and explanations are clear. A must have for anyone serious about
needlework. After reading through this book I was inspired to take RSN's on-line intro to
goldwork class. It was also great and I am excited to try more goldwork. I have also taken an on-
line class with the author, Helen McCook, and she knows her stuff.”

Raca, “Beautiful and useful book!. What a lovely book, fully of information and demonstration to
give the user every bit of info needed to successfully complete a beautiful piece of "goldwork"
embroidery.  LOVE IT!”

Elizabeth Pyatt, “Sparks the imagination. The valuable thing about the RSN embroidery guides
is that they provide inspiration as well as how-to instructions. This applies for this volume as well.”

Renada-Charlie E. Ward, “always a joy to receive a book from this publisher. always a joy to
receive a book from this publisher. The explanations are detailed and precise. You are given the
foundation to execute your own projects and dynamically apply the information to practice”

Ramona, “Goldwork embroidery. Amazingly helpful....”

MaryAnn Dodd, “I'm glad to have it in my reference library. Lessons and tips on gold work
stitching.  I'm glad to have it in my reference library.  It will be ready when I am.”

pjhatchett, “Great little book. An excellent book. Clear instructions. Good pictures. The
expected quality of all RSN books”

Mary Smith, “Four Stars. Good book.”

I.Sewell, “A good reference guide. A very good comprehensive little guide to goldwork
techniques. As someone with experience in goldwork I would rate this book highly for the way it
describes all the main techniques from elementary to advanced. I especially like how she uses
traditional techniques in a contemporary way - the use of different coloured metals for example.
Also lke the section on Or Nue which is quite different from other forms of goldwork.
Photographs are very clear and I would think that anyone with no knowledge of goldwork would
be able to produce a satisfactory piece from this book. A good book to have in your library.”

G. M. Whiting, “So beautiful. If you appreciate beautiful things, the pieces of embroidery
illustrated in the book are wonderful to see and one can only marvel at and admire the skill and
talent that has gone into creating the works. Most pieces are the work of the author, some done



when she was but a (very talented) student at the RSN. This is not a book of projects. It is a work
which gives a brief history of Goldwork, and then explains the techniques involved, the tools and
materials used and the design process. If you love embroidery it certainly will inspire, it is not too
basic for someone with some experience of other styles of embroidery nor does it presume a
level of knowledge which an almost beginner might not have.”

I readalot, “Excellent addition to the RSN series. Full of information and ideas. If you are a novice
it will help you and experienced goldworkers will find something to delight. The spiral binding on
this RSN series makes it easy to use as you can turn it inside out and leave open on a particular
page. I went to a workshop run by Helen and enjoyed her style of teaching very much: I'm
pleased to say this book is just as good.”

Janie, “Excellent goldwork instruction book. A well illustrated little book in a ring binding which
means it stays open while you follow the instructions. Whilst it is always helpful to have a little
knowledge, this book is still suitable for beginners with stitching experience in other fields. All the
traditional techniques are beautifully explained with colour photographs and these these
techniques are used to create some lovely contemporary and traditional pieces. I love goldwork
for its rich heritage and find it inspiring that it can be adapted to contemporary designs.”

Kathleen Wells, “Great book of gold work.. Well written and illustrated book. Always wanted to
learn about gold work as and this is definitely a " go to" book.”

The book by Sarah Hazell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 177 people have provided feedback.
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